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Attitudes are contagious. 
~ Dennis and Wendy Mannering 

 
 
I travel a lot for my consulting business, so I tend to learn a lot of things from airline experiences. 
 
This lesson came from a layover in Houston on my way to Baton Rouge. I was in the terminal where there were several 
gates for the same airline, and most of the flights were backed up and delayed. My flight wasn’t in on time and … I kid 
you not … the announcement said that they didn’t know where the plane was, so they couldn’t give us a delay time. I felt bad 
for the people on that plane, and settled in for a long wait. 
 
From where I was sitting I could see and hear the gate on either side of the terminal. There were lines of people talking 
to the flight attendants trying to figure out when they were going to get out of there. The woman servicing passengers 
on one side of the terminal had a great attitude. She was smiling, joking and commiserating with people, and -- while she 
really couldn’t do anything -- she was making people feel heard and understood. 
 
On the other side was a woman who looked like she’d rather be chewing glass than dealing with all of those idiot 
passengers. She was copping a “not my fault, what do you want me to do about it” attitude and treating people like she 
was the one being inconvenienced. The difference between the two attendants was like night and day … but what really 
struck me was the reaction of the passengers. 
 
As people walked away from Miss Smiley, they themselves were smiling and making light of the situation. I heard 
comments like “this is a great airline,” and “at least this airline cares.” On the other side, Miss Surly’s people were leaving 
making comments unsuitable for printing in this article. They were angry and tense, and their comments were “*@#^ 
this airline,” and “I’m never flying them again.” 
 
Note that both groups of people were flying the same airline and experiencing the same inconvenience, yet their 
impression of the entire airline was determined by the attitude of an individual employee. They weren’t leaving believing 
that “Sally” was good or bad … they were leaving believing that the organization was good or bad. 
 
This is how our schools and programs get reputations among young people; from the individual experience young 
people have with individual staff. Whether or not an agency or school is known among youth as a “good” or “bad” 
agency or school comes from the way each young person experiences their treatment. Just like with the airline, where the 
people who were happy didn’t get any better service or results than the people who were mad, it’s not what we do for 
young people that counts -- it’s the way that we do it, and whether or not young people feel respected and heard. The 
single most important skill you bring to work is your attitude. It’s your choice to come to work as Miss Smiley or Miss 
Surly -- and the reputation of your agency/school depends on which choice you make. 
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